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HOLY BIBLE, CHRISTIANITY SCIENCE CHRONOLOGY

Createspace, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language: English. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Book - a timeline of the Holy Bible, Christianity and science. A description of Christian belief about God before creation. The Holy Bible's creation timeframe and descriptions are placed in sequence with scientific discoveries of the time of the formation of the universe, through the formation of earth, the beginning of life and the appearance of different species. Includes God existing for eternity all alone before the dynamics of matter and from the big bang to the present day. This book sequences archaeological and scientific discoveries with Creationist beliefs and detailed Holy Bible occurrences and history. Bible books and or verses are listed for the different beliefs and occurrences throughout the sequence of the timeline. Dates all the patriarchs, Noah's flood, tower of Babel, the exodus, the conquest of Canaan, along with the adoption of the Canaanite gods. All kings, prophets, books and every occurrence is dated. Bible verses are listed for reference throughout. Includes who believed in which gods and how long those gods were worshiped. Includes the kingdom of Israel, the divided kingdoms of Israel and Juda, all the kings and prophets, the annihilation of Israel, the defeat of Judah and destruction of Jerusalem, the rebuilding under Persian rule, Greek conquest, Hasmonian dynasty, Roman conquest. Includes detailed descriptions of these pagan people's religious beliefs and practices having strong influences and impositions on Jewish and Christian religion. Includes the times of the 2 Jewish temples in Egypt after Solomon. Includes the time of the beginning of the ideas and belief in the end of the world was to happening soon and those beliefs influence on early Christianity. Includes the Dead Sea scrolls sect...
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